THE MAGIC IS BACK ON SUNDAYS!
NEW BEGINNINGS AND NEW CLUES LEAD MIDDLETON’S RESIDENTS
DOWN FRESH PATHS IN
‘GOOD WITCH’
PREMIERING MAY 31, ON HALLMARK CHANNEL
STUDIO CITY, CA – April 23, 2020 – Cassie (Catherine Bell, “Army Wives,” “JAG”) hopes
to embark on a new endeavor on “Good Witch” while there may be a new clue to breaking the
Davenport-Merriwick curse in “The Mandala,” premiering Sunday, May 31 (9 p.m. ET/PT),
on Hallmark Channel.
Wanting to put her degree to use, Cassie gets an opportunity to interview for a temporary
position teaching art history at a local college. Sam (James Denton, “Devious Maids,” “Desperate
Housewives”) tells Adam (Scott Cavalheiro, “The Wedding Planners”) he has a small tumor that
requires surgery. When Adam becomes anxious about the impending operation, Sam takes a
page out of the chaplain’s own playbook to help calm his nerves. Abigail (Sarah Power, “Killjoys”)
and Donovan (Marc Bendavid, “Murdoch Mysteries”) are hot on the trail of a new clue they think
will help them break the Merriwick-Davenport curse, but along the way they end up going down
a new path that proves to be more fruitful. Meanwhile, Martha (Catherine Disher, “Abby Hatcher”)
gets happy news when her son Michael (JD Smith, “Gratuitous Behavior”) and daughter-in-law
Claire (Nicole Wilson, Mixed Messages) visit, but their stay soon hits a sour note when Martha
and Claire don’t see eye to eye. Joy (Katherine Barrell, “Wynonna Earp”) encourages Carter
(Jason Diaz, “The 100”) to attend a fancy dinner with his girlfriend and even gifts him with a nice
suit so he can dress to impress, but the evening produces an unexpected result. Thinking she
didn’t get the job, Cassie makes a sand mandala to take her mind off it but finds an inspirational
experience she shared with a student may have been more powerful than an interview alone.
“Good Witch,” is a Whizbang Films production in association with ITV Studios America.
Darin Goldberg, Orly Adelson, Jonathan Eskenas, Craig Pryce and Frank Siracusa are executive
producers. Catherine Bell is co-executive producer. Janina Barrett is supervising producer. Colin
Brunton serves as producer. Annie Bradley directed from a script by Darin Goldberg. “Good
Witch” is distributed internationally by ITV Studios.
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